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1 Introduction

Masters’ students taking courses on informal settlement upgrading and management 

of existing housing stock in Wits University’s School of Architecture and Planning participated 

in a field-trip to Nairobi, Kenya. The trip involved four days (12- 15 September, 2012) of visits to 

informal settlements, slum upgrading interventions, private rental housing stock, National 

Cooperative Housing Union (NACHU), meeting at the UN-HABITAT and a one-day conference 

on – Reimagining Kenyan Modernity: Symposium on the slum question in 21st century Nairobi. I 

participated in the trip through funding support from the DST/NRF SARCHi Office in the 

School of Architecture and Planning.

The trip provided opportunities to gain first-hand experience of slum and housing 

environments, to meet and network with other peers/superiors in the field of housing, 

participate in policy debate and broaden our knowledge base as professionals from different 

countries who are involved in the evolution of human settlements. This write-up is a brief 

report on the four-day trip. It captures the places visited, the people met, the events that took 

place and the issues discussed in its 8 sections. The report emphasizes my thematic focus of 

stormwater management/drainage and at times more generally touches on infrastructure and 

services. 

2 Infrastructural deficiency and Interventions in Informal Settlements: The case of Kibera

Kibera is an iconic slum in Kenya and the whole of Africa. There are various estimates 

and controversy on the exact number of people in this settlement (Huchzermeyer, 2011:75). 

Whether invented or trimmed, the various figures still show that Kibera is one of the largest 

slums in the world. During the trip, we had a walk-through a small part of the settlement on 

12th September. The experience substantiates the position by many authors that informal 

settlements are characterized by poor infrastructure and services including stormwater 

drainage and sanitation.

Interventions with respect to sanitation are been made through organizations like 

Umande Trust, Peepoople both of which we visited. Fanuel Ongato, bio-gas technician with 

Umande Trust stated that the organization has developed 17 bio-toilet (sanitation) facilities in 
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the entire Kibera (personal communication, 12 September, 2012). We visited some of these 

facilities during the trip. Umande’s jitegeme bucket caters for indoor, night sanitation activities 

when the bio-toilets are closed. Figure 1 shows one of the bio-sanitation facilities and the 

jitegeme bucket. The bio-toilets are used for a fee (between 3 to 5 Kenya shillings per visit). The 

fee generates income through yearly dividend for each community member/shareholder while 

a certain percentage also goes to a financial pool managed by Umande. The eco-facilities 

provide bio-gas used as energy for cooking and spaces (usually on the upper floor) for 

community hall, library, cyber café, cinema and so on.

In the settlement, stormwater (including greywater) flows through gullies and open but 

shallow drains. The drains are mostly self-built by households or shack occupiers and have no 

lining. To a side of Soweto East in Kibera, a narrow road was recently established and graded 

with open side drains. Fanuel Ongato, Umande Trust staff indicated that the road was 

constructed during the 2007 Coalition government with the intent to prevent encroachment of 

new shack development into the road space. The open drains empty into the Nairobi River 

which lies south of Kibera. George Omyeso, provincial administrative officer/chief for the 

section of Kibera we walked through added that the residents’ attempt to resist the road 

development was unsuccessful. The drains are to be maintained by the residents, but this is 

not happening as it should. 

We also visited the ongoing housing construction in Soweto West, so-called ‘slum 

upgrading’ by the Kenyan Slum Upgrading Programme (KENSUP). The time we spent there 

was short and we were able to interact with a just one official, therefore we could not 

recognize the stormwater management strategy proposed for the development. It is however 

an issue deserving serious concern because the site’s topography is steeply.
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Figure 1. Left: Katwetera Trust’s Bio-centre in Kibera. Right: The Jitegeme sanitation bucket.
Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

A major challenge to stormwater management in Kibera is waste management. The 

drains, gullies and bridges through which runoff (and greywater) moves are blocked by 

dumped waste as shown in figure 2 below. This brings up the principle that stormwater 

management interventions in informal settlements must be accompanied by appropriate 

waste management strategies; else the former would not be successful or sustainable. In my 

view, the kind of partnership we witnessed between the community and non-governmental 

bodies on the bio-sanitation facilities that achieved some reprieve on sanitation could also 

inform an approach to waste and stormwater (and greywater) management. 

Figure 2. Gullies, Open drains blocked by waste in Kibera.
Author’s Photograph, September 2012.
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We learnt of an ambitious plan to clean up the polluted Nairobi River basin and restore 

its ecosystem. It is estimated that this would lead to the removal and relocation of nearly 

127,000 Kibera residents (Amnesty International, 2009). The question is- why should such a 

huge number of poor residents be displaced (presumably by force) in the name of ecosystem 

restoration. Are there not other less disruptive means to balance these two requirements? The 

cases of intervention in Nklondongo in Yaounde, Cameroon; Hanna Nassif in Dar es Salaam, 

Tanzania; Guarapiranga basin in Sao Paulo, Brazil; Nhieu Loi-Thi Basin in Ho Chi Minh city, 

Vietnam and Vientiane urban villages in Lao Republic which I presented at the symposium (see 

section 5) might have lessons that can progressively inform the proposed Nairobi River clean-

up.           

3 Housing Cooperative: a means to improve the lives of slum dwellers

The National Cooperative Housing Union (NACHU)’s office was also visited. Stanley 

Amao, Finance Manager spake on the organization’s activities at empowering housing 

cooperatives to deliver affordable and decent housing for Kenyans. NACHU mobilizes slum 

residents into housing cooperatives where they save towards owing a house. Once an ample 

amount (usually 20% of project cost) is saved by a group, NACHU raises the rest as loan to the 

cooperating group. It provides technical support services from the stage of land procurement, 

through design to construction/completion of the houses. Apart from housing finance, it 

provides business loans (Biashara) and educational loans (Elimu) with which they seek to 

improve livelihoods, consequently enhancing savings towards owning a house. Stanley stated 

that in its 8 years of operation, NACHU has delivered more than 1400 units (personal 

communication, 13 September 2012).

The figures below show two of NACHU’s projects. Figure 3 shows Faith Foundation 

Cooperative Group’s Housing scheme under construction. It is a greenfield, community-led 

low-income housing development for 227 beneficiaries through NACHU. The road is about to 

be graded and compacted and the side stormwater drains would be installed. Figure 4 shows

the temporary emergency dwelling unit made for the Ngumo Mbega Housing Cooperative 

group following an unexpected eviction from their settlement. The rainwater harvesting 
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system installed does not only reduce the amount of storm runoff in the neighborhood, it 

exploits the resource potential of rainwater. Such a system is a sustainable move and it is 

recommendable for other initiatives that require relocation of slum residents.     

Figure 3. Faith Foundation Housing Scheme. Road and stormwater drains are under 
construction. Source: NACHU, 2012.

Figure 4. Ngumo Mbenga Emergency housing with rainwater harvesting system.
Source: NACHU, 2012.
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4 Shelter Provision and Slum Upgrading: Glimpses from UN-HABITAT

A meeting was held at the UN-HABITAT, Global division’s office on 13 September. This 

gave a glimpse into UN-HABITAT’s agenda, especially with a reflection on the just concluded 

World Urban Forum. Kerstin Sommer, Head of the Slum Upgrading Facility discussed the 

organization’s Global Housing Strategy Towards 2025, identifying key global trends and the 

expected outcomes up to 2025. She expressed the desire for inputs towards review of the 

‘Habitat Agenda’ in run up to the twenty-yearly Habitat Conference in 2016. Channe Oguzhan, 

associate human settlement officer led a discussion on the housing rights perspective in slum 

intervention policies and programmes.

It can be seen from the meeting that this global organization’s influential approach (es) 

only has indirect effect(s) for improvement in stormwater drainage (and infrastructure 

generally) in the course of slum upgrading. UN-HABITAT at policy level favours in-situ 

upgrading which includes infrastructural investment and development, rather than forced 

eviction and clearance.        

5 The Slum Upgrading Policy Symposium

Pamoja Trust and the University of Nairobi on 14 September hosted the Conference on 

Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy at the United Kenyan Club, Nairobi. The forum sought 

to address the slum question in Kenya and the appropriate policy to tackle it. Through various 

presentations and robust debate, the conference generated inputs for the ongoing initiative at 

developing the Kenyan Slum Upgrading Policy. After plenary remarks and keynote 

presentations, the forum broke into parallel thematic groups. There were seven groups dealing 

with topics on: legal/institutional framework, infrastructure and services, housing and shelter, 

development control and environment, land tenure and administration, safety and security as 

well as socio-economic factors. I participated in the infrastructure and services group.

To stimulate discussion in the group, I presented a paper titled ‘Physical Infrastructure 

as entry point in upgrading: focus on stormwater management’, together with my fellow 

student Joshua Moloi. The paper discussed five cases where infrastructural intervention 

(especially stormwater management and drainage) drove or dominated the slum upgrading 
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initiatives. Key issues emerging from the group’s further discussion include: ‘decoupling’

tenure securitization issues from infrastructural intervention, sustainability considerations in 

infrastructural development, renewable energy sources in upgraded settlements, health clinics 

and public health education in slums.

6 Infrastructure Issues in Huruma Tenement Neighborhood

A visit to the tenement district of Huruma made me stand agape. I was dazed by the 

incredible density, vibrant and lively ambience, thriving trade in this poorly planned/designed, 

un-regulated and growing district. While walking through the building under the direction of 

Kevin Osodo, a resident, my interaction with one of the household and a landlord was telling. 

The first idea coming to mind is that low-income households contain themselves in whatever 

kind of accommodation their finances can afford, their future plans would permit and their 

fortune(s) would allow. On the other hand, the huge and growing investment of private 

landlords at providing housing, while profiteering heavily from the rent with little regard for 

standards that makes such places optimally habitable comes to mind. The physical condition 

of the environment puts forward the temptation to label this area ‘vertical slums’.
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Figure 5: One of the streets (paved) in the district. 
Marie Huchzermeyer’s Photograph, September 2012.

Figure 6: A Perspective of the Tenement neighourhood.
Author’s Photograph, September 2012.
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Physical infrastructure (electricity, water, roads and so on) and other forms of basic 

services are present in the Huruma tenement district. They are however inadequate. The road 

shown in figure 5 above was recently paved with open side drains installed (shown in figure 7). 

The drains are not properly maintained. They constitute an eyesore, blight and breeding 

ground for disease carrying organisms. The size of the drainage is inadequate for the area’s 

huge and growing population. The volume and velocity of water resulting from precipitation 

events in the high-rise district with impermeable ground surfaces might overwhelm the 

facilities. What comes to mind with respect to handling runoff in the light of the density relates 

to sustainability considerations. How can green infrastructure be of help? What impact can 

rainwater harvesting make? Regulatory interventions are needed in this area to create room 

for appropriate, adequate and sustainable infrastructural development.   

Figure 7: Left: Unpaved road with waste bags to the side, Right: Shallow, open drains 
connecting with the road culvert. Sand-filled bag as retaining wall.

Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

7 The Kambimoto Upgrading Scheme

The last place visited during the trip on 15 September was Mungano wa Kambimoto

Village, also in Huruma. Peter Chege, a resident and member of the group addressed us. This 

project is a self-help, community-led slum upgrading project undertaken by the Kambimoto 

group in partnership with Pamoja Trust, City Council of Nairobi and Akiba Mashinam Trust. It 
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came about as a result of the informal settlement’s residents coming together after their 

shacks were gutted by fire. They came together to save according to their daily income 

towards realization of their dream of living in and owning a proper house. The land on which 

the scheme sits belongs to the City Council, who has however signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding with the community and Pamoja Trust (partnering NGO) towards title for the 

land. Frantic efforts are ongoing towards securing a communal title for the land. Kambimoto is 

one of the six savings group under the broader Mungano wa Wanavijiji federation in Nairobi 

city.

Figure 8. Frontage of Kambimoto scheme showing the completed and uncompleted units.
Author’s Photograph, September 2012. 
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Figure 9. Upper floors not yet completed. 
Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

The Kambimoto scheme started with the construction of 32 dwelling units. As at time 

of our visit, it has reached 130 units, of which 86 are already occupied and the rest under 

construction. It’s target in the long run is to deliver a total of 250 units so that most of its 300 

members can have at least a unit. Each of the unit has a small footprint of 17.6 square metre

(i.e 4.2 m by 4.2m) – just a little above the footprint of a typical slum shack. It normally would 

have three floors – the ground, first and second. The ground serves as living area/lounge and 

kitchen. While the first and second floor are bedrooms. The construction is incremental, 

depending on how much money the member can save towards the construction.
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Figure 10. Covered drains between the buildings. 
Author’s Photograph, September 2012. 

The Kambimoto scheme is designed to have a conventional, separate drainage/disposal 

system for stormwater and sewerage. The drainage system consists of open and covered 

drain. The drains in between the houses (inside the site) are covered by small concrete slabs 

while the ones on the main road (outside) are not. The drainage system’s condition is not at its 

best. There is much to be done towards maintenance of the drainage system. One of this as 

observed in Kibera, is improved waste management to prevent disposal of waste into them. 

The flow of water in the open drain outside the building is not smooth (Figure 11 left). The 

system needs to be properly linked with trunk infrastructure to prevent the facility been 

overwhelmed during peak runoff.     
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Figure 11. Left: Bad sewage connection, Right: Open drains outside with stagnant water and 
litter. Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

8. Summary of Key Emerging Issues

 Stormwater management must be complemented by sustainable waste and greywater 

management. Model of partnership between Community/non-governmental agencies 

can help to address this.

 Adequate Infrastructural development (including stormwater drainage) in the affected 

informal settlements can drive the proposed Nairobi river clean-up rather than (forced) 

eviction and clearance.

 Management of low-income housing stock must adequately consider drainage systems

 Environmental sustainability considerations must be made on stormwater drainage in 

upgrading interventions.

9 Conclusion

This write-up attempts to report on the four-day trip to Nairobi, touching on the places 

visited, events that took place, the people met and the issues discussed. It attempts to 

emphasize the thematic focus on stormwater drainage issues (and aspects of infrastructure 

and services as well) from the various contexts in the discussion. Having a first-hand experience 

of the housing and informal settlement environment in the city of a developing country such as 
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Kenya was enriching. It has positioned me to better navigate the often complex terrain of 

policies and programs towards the evolution of sustainable human settlements in South Africa 

and the rest of the world. It has created a platform for further debate on the slum question in 

Africa generally. The trip was worth it and more of such is recommended for present and 

future students.   
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1 Introduction

Masters’ students taking courses on informal settlement upgrading and management of existing housing stock in Wits University’s School of Architecture and Planning participated in a field-trip to Nairobi, Kenya. The trip involved four days (12- 15 September, 2012) of visits to informal settlements, slum upgrading interventions, private rental housing stock, National Cooperative Housing Union (NACHU), meeting at the UN-HABITAT and a one-day conference on – Reimagining Kenyan Modernity: Symposium on the slum question in 21st century Nairobi. I participated in the trip through funding support from the DST/NRF SARCHi Office in the School of Architecture and Planning.

The trip provided opportunities to gain first-hand experience of slum and housing environments, to meet and network with other peers/superiors in the field of housing, participate in policy debate and broaden our knowledge base as professionals from different countries who are involved in the evolution of human settlements. This write-up is a brief report on the four-day trip. It captures the places visited, the people met, the events that took place and the issues discussed in its 8 sections. The report emphasizes my thematic focus of stormwater management/drainage and at times more generally touches on infrastructure and services. 

2 Infrastructural deficiency and Interventions in Informal Settlements: The case of Kibera

Kibera is an iconic slum in Kenya and the whole of Africa. There are various estimates and controversy on the exact number of people in this settlement (Huchzermeyer, 2011:75). Whether invented or trimmed, the various figures still show that Kibera is one of the largest slums in the world. During the trip, we had a walk-through a small part of the settlement on 12th September. The experience substantiates the position by many authors that informal settlements are characterized by poor infrastructure and services including stormwater drainage and sanitation.

Interventions with respect to sanitation are been made through organizations like Umande Trust, Peepoople both of which we visited. Fanuel Ongato, bio-gas technician with Umande Trust stated that the organization has developed 17 bio-toilet (sanitation) facilities in the entire Kibera (personal communication, 12 September, 2012). We visited some of these facilities during the trip. Umande’s jitegeme bucket caters for indoor, night sanitation activities when the bio-toilets are closed. Figure 1 shows one of the bio-sanitation facilities and the jitegeme bucket. The bio-toilets are used for a fee (between 3 to 5 Kenya shillings per visit). The fee generates income through yearly dividend for each community member/shareholder while a certain percentage also goes to a financial pool managed by Umande. The eco-facilities provide bio-gas used as energy for cooking and spaces (usually on the upper floor) for community hall, library, cyber café, cinema and so on. 

In the settlement, stormwater (including greywater) flows through gullies and open but shallow drains. The drains are mostly self-built by households or shack occupiers and have no lining. To a side of Soweto East in Kibera, a narrow road was recently established and graded with open side drains. Fanuel Ongato, Umande Trust staff indicated that the road was constructed during the 2007 Coalition government with the intent to prevent encroachment of new shack development into the road space. The open drains empty into the Nairobi River which lies south of Kibera. George Omyeso, provincial administrative officer/chief for the section of Kibera we walked through added that the residents’ attempt to resist the road development was unsuccessful. The drains are to be maintained by the residents, but this is not happening as it should. 

We also visited the ongoing housing construction in Soweto West, so-called ‘slum upgrading’ by the Kenyan Slum Upgrading Programme (KENSUP). The time we spent there was short and we were able to interact with a just one official, therefore we could not recognize the stormwater management strategy proposed for the development. It is however an issue deserving serious concern because the site’s topography is steeply.

 

Figure 1. Left: Katwetera Trust’s Bio-centre in Kibera. Right: The Jitegeme sanitation bucket.

Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

A major challenge to stormwater management in Kibera is waste management. The drains, gullies and bridges through which runoff (and greywater) moves are blocked by dumped waste as shown in figure 2 below. This brings up the principle that stormwater management interventions in informal settlements must be accompanied by appropriate waste management strategies; else the former would not be successful or sustainable. In my view, the kind of partnership we witnessed between the community and non-governmental bodies on the bio-sanitation facilities that achieved some reprieve on sanitation could also inform an approach to waste and stormwater (and greywater) management. 

  

Figure 2. Gullies, Open drains blocked by waste in Kibera. 

Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

We learnt of an ambitious plan to clean up the polluted Nairobi River basin and restore its ecosystem. It is estimated that this would lead to the removal and relocation of nearly 127,000 Kibera residents (Amnesty International, 2009). The question is- why should such a huge number of poor residents be displaced (presumably by force) in the name of ecosystem restoration. Are there not other less disruptive means to balance these two requirements? The cases of intervention in Nklondongo in Yaounde, Cameroon; Hanna Nassif in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania; Guarapiranga basin in Sao Paulo, Brazil; Nhieu Loi-Thi Basin in Ho Chi Minh city, Vietnam and Vientiane urban villages in Lao Republic which I presented at the symposium (see section 5) might have lessons that can progressively inform the proposed Nairobi River clean-up.           

3 Housing Cooperative: a means to improve the lives of slum dwellers

	The National Cooperative Housing Union (NACHU)’s office was also visited. Stanley Amao, Finance Manager spake on the organization’s activities at empowering housing cooperatives to deliver affordable and decent housing for Kenyans. NACHU mobilizes slum residents into housing cooperatives where they save towards owing a house. Once an ample amount (usually 20% of project cost) is saved by a group, NACHU raises the rest as loan to the cooperating group. It provides technical support services from the stage of land procurement, through design to construction/completion of the houses. Apart from housing finance, it provides business loans (Biashara) and educational loans (Elimu) with which they seek to improve livelihoods, consequently enhancing savings towards owning a house. Stanley stated that in its 8 years of operation, NACHU has delivered more than 1400 units (personal communication, 13 September 2012).

	The figures below show two of NACHU’s projects. Figure 3 shows Faith Foundation Cooperative Group’s Housing scheme under construction. It is a greenfield, community-led low-income housing development for 227 beneficiaries through NACHU. The road is about to be graded and compacted and the side stormwater drains would be installed. Figure 4 shows the temporary emergency dwelling unit made for the Ngumo Mbega Housing Cooperative group following an unexpected eviction from their settlement. The rainwater harvesting system installed does not only reduce the amount of storm runoff in the neighborhood, it exploits the resource potential of rainwater. Such a system is a sustainable move and it is recommendable for other initiatives that require relocation of slum residents.     



Figure 3. Faith Foundation Housing Scheme. Road and stormwater drains are under construction. Source: NACHU, 2012.





Figure 4. Ngumo Mbenga Emergency housing with rainwater harvesting system. 

Source: NACHU, 2012.

4 Shelter Provision and Slum Upgrading: Glimpses from UN-HABITAT

	A meeting was held at the UN-HABITAT, Global division’s office on 13 September. This gave a glimpse into UN-HABITAT’s agenda, especially with a reflection on the just concluded World Urban Forum. Kerstin Sommer, Head of the Slum Upgrading Facility discussed the organization’s Global Housing Strategy Towards 2025, identifying key global trends and the expected outcomes up to 2025. She expressed the desire for inputs towards review of the ‘Habitat Agenda’ in run up to the twenty-yearly Habitat Conference in 2016. Channe Oguzhan, associate human settlement officer led a discussion on the housing rights perspective in slum intervention policies and programmes.

It can be seen from the meeting that this global organization’s influential approach (es) only has indirect effect(s) for improvement in stormwater drainage (and infrastructure generally) in the course of slum upgrading. UN-HABITAT at policy level favours in-situ upgrading which includes infrastructural investment and development, rather than forced eviction and clearance.        

5 The Slum Upgrading Policy Symposium

Pamoja Trust and the University of Nairobi on 14 September hosted the Conference on Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy at the United Kenyan Club, Nairobi. The forum sought to address the slum question in Kenya and the appropriate policy to tackle it. Through various presentations and robust debate, the conference generated inputs for the ongoing initiative at developing the Kenyan Slum Upgrading Policy. After plenary remarks and keynote presentations, the forum broke into parallel thematic groups. There were seven groups dealing with topics on: legal/institutional framework, infrastructure and services, housing and shelter, development control and environment, land tenure and administration, safety and security as well as socio-economic factors. I participated in the infrastructure and services group.

To stimulate discussion in the group, I presented a paper titled ‘Physical Infrastructure as entry point in upgrading: focus on stormwater management’, together with my fellow student Joshua Moloi. The paper discussed five cases where infrastructural intervention (especially stormwater management and drainage) drove or dominated the slum upgrading initiatives. Key issues emerging from the group’s further discussion include: ‘decoupling’ tenure securitization issues from infrastructural intervention, sustainability considerations in infrastructural development, renewable energy sources in upgraded settlements, health clinics and public health education in slums.

6 Infrastructure Issues in Huruma Tenement Neighborhood

A visit to the tenement district of Huruma made me stand agape. I was dazed by the incredible density, vibrant and lively ambience, thriving trade in this poorly planned/designed, un-regulated and growing district. While walking through the building under the direction of Kevin Osodo, a resident, my interaction with one of the household and a landlord was telling. The first idea coming to mind is that low-income households contain themselves in whatever kind of accommodation their finances can afford, their future plans would permit and their fortune(s) would allow. On the other hand, the huge and growing investment of private landlords at providing housing, while profiteering heavily from the rent with little regard for standards that makes such places optimally habitable comes to mind. The physical condition of the environment puts forward the temptation to label this area ‘vertical slums’.



Figure 5: One of the streets (paved) in the district. 

Marie Huchzermeyer’s Photograph, September 2012.



Figure 6: A Perspective of the Tenement neighourhood. 

Author’s Photograph, September 2012. 

Physical infrastructure (electricity, water, roads and so on) and other forms of basic services are present in the Huruma tenement district. They are however inadequate. The road shown in figure 5 above was recently paved with open side drains installed (shown in figure 7). The drains are not properly maintained. They constitute an eyesore, blight and breeding ground for disease carrying organisms. The size of the drainage is inadequate for the area’s huge and growing population. The volume and velocity of water resulting from precipitation events in the high-rise district with impermeable ground surfaces might overwhelm the facilities. What comes to mind with respect to handling runoff in the light of the density relates to sustainability considerations. How can green infrastructure be of help? What impact can rainwater harvesting make? Regulatory interventions are needed in this area to create room for appropriate, adequate and sustainable infrastructural development.   



Figure 7: Left: Unpaved road with waste bags to the side, Right: Shallow, open drains connecting with the road culvert. Sand-filled bag as retaining wall. 

Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

7 The Kambimoto Upgrading Scheme

The last place visited during the trip on 15 September was Mungano wa Kambimoto Village, also in Huruma. Peter Chege, a resident and member of the group addressed us. This project is a self-help, community-led slum upgrading project undertaken by the Kambimoto group in partnership with Pamoja Trust, City Council of Nairobi and Akiba Mashinam Trust. It came about as a result of the informal settlement’s residents coming together after their shacks were gutted by fire. They came together to save according to their daily income towards realization of their dream of living in and owning a proper house. The land on which the scheme sits belongs to the City Council, who has however signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the community and Pamoja Trust (partnering NGO) towards title for the land. Frantic efforts are ongoing towards securing a communal title for the land. Kambimoto is one of the six savings group under the broader Mungano wa Wanavijiji federation in Nairobi city.



Figure 8. Frontage of Kambimoto scheme showing the completed and uncompleted units.

Author’s Photograph, September 2012. 



Figure 9. Upper floors not yet completed. 

Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

The Kambimoto scheme started with the construction of 32 dwelling units. As at time of our visit, it has reached 130 units, of which 86 are already occupied and the rest under construction. It’s target in the long run is to deliver a total of 250 units so that most of its 300 members can have at least a unit. Each of the unit has a small footprint of 17.6 square metre (i.e 4.2 m by 4.2m) – just a little above the footprint of a typical slum shack. It normally would have three floors – the ground, first and second. The ground serves as living area/lounge and kitchen. While the first and second floor are bedrooms. The construction is incremental, depending on how much money the member can save towards the construction.



Figure 10. Covered drains between the buildings. 

Author’s Photograph, September 2012. 

The Kambimoto scheme is designed to have a conventional, separate drainage/disposal system for stormwater and sewerage. The drainage system consists of open and covered drain. The drains in between the houses (inside the site) are covered by small concrete slabs while the ones on the main road (outside) are not. The drainage system’s condition is not at its best. There is much to be done towards maintenance of the drainage system. One of this as observed in Kibera, is improved waste management to prevent disposal of waste into them. The flow of water in the open drain outside the building is not smooth (Figure 11 left). The system needs to be properly linked with trunk infrastructure to prevent the facility been overwhelmed during peak runoff.     

  

Figure 11. Left: Bad sewage connection, Right: Open drains outside with stagnant water and litter. Author’s Photograph, September 2012.

8. Summary of Key Emerging Issues

· Stormwater management must be complemented by sustainable waste and greywater management. Model of partnership between Community/non-governmental agencies can help to address this.

· Adequate Infrastructural development (including stormwater drainage) in the affected informal settlements can drive the proposed Nairobi river clean-up rather than (forced) eviction and clearance.

· Management of low-income housing stock must adequately consider drainage systems

· Environmental sustainability considerations must be made on stormwater drainage in upgrading interventions.

9 Conclusion

This write-up attempts to report on the four-day trip to Nairobi, touching on the places visited, events that took place, the people met and the issues discussed. It attempts to emphasize the thematic focus on stormwater drainage issues (and aspects of infrastructure and services as well) from the various contexts in the discussion. Having a first-hand experience of the housing and informal settlement environment in the city of a developing country such as Kenya was enriching. It has positioned me to better navigate the often complex terrain of policies and programs towards the evolution of sustainable human settlements in South Africa and the rest of the world. It has created a platform for further debate on the slum question in Africa generally. The trip was worth it and more of such is recommended for present and future students.   
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